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ABSTRACT: A self-sterilizing strategy based on antimicrobial organic agent
release is proposed for polymeric membrane sensors to prevent marine
biofouling. A solid-contact polymeric membrane calcium ion-selective electrode
(Ca2+-ISE) is selected as a model sensor. 6-Cholorindole (6-Cl indole) is utilized
as the biocidal agent due to its potential antimicrobial activity and environmental
friendliness. The plasticized polymeric membrane doped with 6-Cl indole shows
a markedly improved antimicrobial activity against the bacterial cells collected
from seawater and effectively prevents the formation of a biofilm on the sensor
surface, while displaying response properties (i.e., linear range, selectivity, and
response time) similar to those of the undoped membrane. Importantly, the
present sensor can preserve an improved antimicrobial activity when kept in the artificial seawater for 45 days, indicating highly
stable antibacterial properties of the membrane electrode. Additionally, the 6-Cl indole-doped Ca2+-ISE exhibits no significant loss of
analytical performance after exposure to a rather concentrated bacterial suspension (∼109 colony-forming units per mL (CFU
mL−1)) for 7 days. The proposed antimicrobial agent release methodology can be extended to develop polymeric membrane-based
marine sensors with stable biofouling resistances against bacterial colonization.

Polymeric membrane sensors have become an efficient
analytical tool for assessing marine environment changes

with the advantages of rapidity and simplicity as well as high
accuracy.1−3 However, for long-term marine sensing, biofoul-
ing could be a serious issue. The development of marine
biofouling on a surface is generally considered to follow a
linear successional model,4−6 in which two crucial stages are
involved, i.e., bacterial adsorption within minutes or up to
hours and biofilm formation within several days. Microbial
adsorption and biofilm formation usually occur on the sensor
surfaces when these sensors are continuously in contact with
biological foulants in seawater,6,7 thus leading to sensor failures
such as a shortened lifetime and measurement errors.8

Although many approaches have been developed to improve
the biocompatibilities of the polymeric membrane-based
sensors for the prevention of the adsorption of proteins, lipids,
and platelets in clinical samples (e.g., blood and serum),9−17

the strategies for improving their biofouling resistances in the
marine environment are still rare.
Cleaning the biofouled sensors mechanically by a high-

pressure water jet or a brush is commonly used to remove the
attached biofoulants.18,19 Despite the high removal efficiency
of this simple strategy, it may suffer from problems of
damaging the sensing films of the sensors, thus, changing their
analysis performances and shortening their lifetimes. Another
way to improve biofouling resistances is postmodification of
sensor surfaces with antifouling materials for antiadhesion and
bacterial inactivation, which include micro/nanostructures,18

polyethylene glycol (PEG)-based materials,20 conducting

polymers,21 and surfactants.22 Recently, we have extended
this strategy to improve the environmental compatibility of a
polymeric membrane-based potentiometric sensor via the
surface modification with graphene oxide (GO).8 Indeed, a
remarkable decrease in bacterial adsorption and an improved
antimicrobial activity can be obtained with the GO-coated
sensor. Although such a postmodification strategy has been
successful in biofouling prevention, it is usually involved in
complicated modification procedures.23,24 In addition, these
modified surfaces may suffer from problems of poor adhesion
between the antifouling materials and the sensor surfaces and
of susceptibility of the surface modifiers (e.g., PEG) to
oxidation damage,25,26 thus leading to the passivation of their
antifouling functionalities.
It has been reported that antimicrobial organic agents could

be incorporated into the polymeric matrixes to generate stable
antimicrobial properties.25,27 Such an antimicrobial layer can
be named as a self-sterilizing layer, as it could kill the microbes
adjacent to the surface by slowly releasing organic biocidal
agents, therefore preventing the formation of biofilms.28

Compared to other antibacterial layers based on the release
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of inorganic biocides (e.g., halogens and nitric oxide),29,30 such
layers based on the release of organic biocides could provide
antibacterial properties over longer periods due to the
hydrophobic interactions between the organic biocides and
the polymeric membrane matrixes. However, the strong
hydrophobic interaction may prevent the release of the
antimicrobial agent from the membrane;25,31,32 therefore,
biocidal agents with small molecules such as antibiotics33,34

have been used for the preparation of the self-sterilizing layers,
but the continuous elution of antibiotics may lead to the
development of antibiotic resistance.35 The indole derivatives
have been reported as promising antimicrobial compounds
with outstanding antibacterial activities and low negative
environmental impacts.36,37 Some of these compounds can
even be extracted from marine resources.38 Among these
indole derives, 6-chloroindole (6-Cl indole) possesses a
relatively simple molecular structure with a potential biocidal
activity.39 Therefore, using 6-Cl indole as the antimicrobial
organic agent released from the polymeric sensing membrane
could provide an effective protection against marine biofouling.
Herein, a simple strategy based on the release of an

antimicrobial organic agent is proposed to endow a polymeric
membrane-based sensor with self-sterilizing capability. A solid-
contact polymeric membrane calcium ion-selective electrode
(Ca2+-ISE) is used as a model sensor. Since poly(vinyl
chloride) (PVC) is the most frequently used polymer for the
preparation of ISE, the PVC-based Ca2+-ISE is employed for
this study. 6-Cl indole has been used as the antimicrobial agent
and incorporated into the plasticized polymeric membranes. It
will be shown that the proposed 6-Cl indole-doped
potentiometric sensor can display a significantly improved
antimicrobial activity for 45 days and maintain a high stability
of analytical performance even in the presence of concentrated
biofoulants.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Membranes and Electrodes. For fabrication of the

antimicrobial membranes based on 6-Cl indole release, 6-Cl
indole was incorporated into the membrane matrix at
concentrations ranging from 0.5 to 2.0 wt % for optimization
of the membrane composition. The membrane matrix
contained ETH 129, sodium tetrakis[3,5-bis(trifluoromethyl)-
phenyl]borate (NaTFPB), PVC, and ο-NPOE at a fixed mass
ratio of 2.3:2.2:31.8:63.7. The 6-Cl indole-doped membrane
cocktails were prepared by dissolving 360 mg of the membrane
components into 3.6 mL of tetrahydrofuran (THF). The
antimicrobial ion-selective membranes (ISMs) were prepared
by pouring the 6-Cl indole-doped membrane cocktails into a
glass ring (3.6 cm in diameter) fixed onto a glass plate. After
being dried for 12 h, the transparent membranes were
obtained. The control membranes were prepared with the
membrane cocktail without 6-Cl indole using the same
procedure.
Prior to the preparation of potentiometric sensors, glassy

carbon electrodes (GCEs; 3.0 mm in diameter) were polished
with alumina powder (0.05 μm) and ultrasonically cleaned
successively in absolute ethanol and deionized water. A
poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)−poly(sodium 4-styrenesul-
fonate) (PEDOT−PSS) film used as the ion-to-electron
transducer was modified onto the surface of the cleaned
GCE. The electrochemical polymerization was performed by
applying a constant current of 0.014 mA for 714 s in a solution
containing 10 mM 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT) and

100 mM PSS.40 Then, the modified electrodes were washed
with DI water and dried overnight at room temperature.
Finally, 100 μL of the membrane cocktail with or without 6-Cl
indole was drop-cast on the top of the pretreated GCE to
prepare the antimicrobial or control Ca2+-ISE.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Sensor Design. The structural representation of the self-

sterilizing solid-contact PVC-based Ca2+-ISE sensor is shown
in Scheme 1a. As illustrated, the doped 6-Cl indole is slowly

released from the membrane phase to the sensor surface and
then diffused into the surrounding medium. In this case, the
bacterial cells adjacent to the sensor surface can be killed by
the released 6-Cl indole, so that the bacterial colonization on
the sensor surface could be inhibited effectively (Scheme 1b).
In contrast, for the case of the control Ca2+-ISE, bacterial cells
could rapidly be adsorbed on the sensor surface, thus leading
to sensor failures.

Influences of 6-Cl Indole on the Sensor’s Potential
Response. To investigate the influence of 6-Cl indole on the
potentiometric response, the Ca2+-ISEs with different contents
of 6-Cl indole in the ISMs were tested over the Ca2+

concentration range of 10−4−10−1 M in the presence of 0.5
M NaCl. As illustrated in Figure S1a, the incorporation of 6-Cl
indole in the PVC-based membrane could decrease the
potentiometric response to Ca2+, and such a negative effect
would be more pronounced when the content of 6-Cl indole is
more than 1.0 wt %. Indeed, the potentiometric response slope
slightly decreases as the content of 6-Cl indole in the
membranes increases up to 1.0 wt %, while further increases
in the content of 6-Cl indole lead to a remarkable decrease in
the potential response, especially at high Ca2+ concentration
(Figure S1b). The 6-Cl indole molecule has the N−H group
on the indole ring, which could work as a hydrogen bond
donor for anions.41−43 In this case, the 6-Cl indole compound

Scheme 1. (a) Structural Representation of the Self-
Sterilizing Ca2+-ISE Based on 6-Cl Indole Release; (b)
Schematic Presentation of the Antimicrobial Activity of the
6-Cl Indole-Doped Ca2+-ISM against Biofoulants
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in the polymeric membrane could facilitate the transmembrane
anion transport. With an increase in the Ca2+ concentration in
aqueous solution, the counteranions (i.e., Cl−) would more
easily be coextracted into the polymeric membrane along with
Ca2+, thus decreasing the potential response.44 Meanwhile, the
introduction of 6-Cl indole has little influence on the ion
diffusion process of Ca2+ between the PVC-based membrane
and the solution layer; therefore, no obvious change could be
observed in the sensor’s response time (Figure S2). When a
long-term self-sterilizing activity for the Ca2+-ISE with less
influence on the sensor’s performance is considered, the weight
percentage concentration of 1.0 wt % was selected as the
optimal concentration of 6-Cl indole in the ISMs for further
experiments. Furthermore, the effect of 1.0 wt % 6-Cl indole in
the ISMs on the selectivity coefficients of the Ca2+-ISEs was
evaluated; the major cations in seawater (i.e., K+, Na+, and
Mg2+) were selected as the interfering ions. Indeed, the
introduction of 1.0 wt % 6-Cl indole is incapable of changing
the sensor’s selectivity coefficients based on the thermody-
namic equilibrium response (Table S1).
Release of 6-Cl Indole from the Doped Ca2+-ISM. The

long-term 6-Cl indole release behavior was studied for 20 days,
and the amounts of the released 6-Cl indole from the proposed
Ca2+-ISM were quantified by high-performance liquid
chromatography. As shown in Figure S3, in the first 10 days,
6-Cl indole is released from the doped membrane at a daily
rate of about 2.0 wt % of the total amount of 6-Cl indole in the
membrane, and the cumulated 6-Cl indole amount per unit
surface area of the membrane increases at a rate of about 7.08
μg cm−2 per day. Figure S3 also indicates that the daily release
rate decreases slowly over the immersion time after 10 days. In
addition, the cumulative amount of the released 6-Cl indole
per unit surface area is about 119.33 μg cm−2 after 20 days,
which is only 33.7 wt % of the total amount of 6-Cl indole in
the doped membrane (354 μg cm−2), suggesting the feasibility
of the 6-Cl indole-doped Ca2+-ISEs to provide a stable
antimicrobial activity.
Antimicrobial Activities of the 6-Cl Indole-Doped

Ca2+-ISM. The spatial distribution and status of the adsorbed
bacterial cells on the surface of the 6-Cl indole-doped Ca2+-
ISMs were observed by a confocal laser scanning microscope
(CLSM) after direct contact with a bacterial suspension. As
shown in Figures 1 and S4, both the live and dead bacterial
cells can be observed on the control Ca2+-ISM with similar
numbers, while the number of the dead bacterial cells (∼1.66
× 105 cells per cm2) is much larger than that of the live
bacterial cells (∼0.36 × 105 cells per cm2) on the 6-Cl indole-
doped Ca2+-ISM. These results show the good antimicrobial
properties of the proposed sensor with 1 wt % 6-Cl indole in
the polymeric membrane. Although the bactericidal properties
of 6-Cl indole have not been studied previously, it could be
estimated that this compound would have an antimicrobial
activity similar to that of indole based on Mitchell’s
chemiosmotic hypothesis.45,46 Such antimicrobial activities
may be ascribed to the proton transport properties of the
indole ring in the bacterial lipid membranes, which could
dissipate the bacterial membrane potential, thus inhibiting
bacterial growth and cell division.47,48 The antimicrobial
activity of 6-Cl indole was also confirmed by the CFU
counting method. As illustrated in Figure S5, the amount of
the survival colonies for the bacterial suspension decreases by
about 95% in the presence of 10 mg mL−1 6-Cl indole,
indicating the excellent bactericidal activity of this compound.

Moreover, the stability of the antimicrobial properties of the
proposed Ca2+-ISM was evaluated by the CFU counting
method. It has been found that the proposed ISM could
provide a relatively fast release of 6-Cl indole in the early stage
of the soaking time, which may lead to a higher antimicrobial
activity (Figure S3). Indeed, the survival rate of the attached
bacterial cells on the 6-Cl indole-doped Ca2+-ISMs ranges from
37.4% to 50.0% in the first 13 days and thereafter increases
gradually (Figure 2), which could be attributed to the slower

release rate because of the decreased amount of 6-Cl indole in
the polymeric membranes. Importantly, the proposed sensor
could still preserve 43.0% of the original antibacterial activity
even when kept in artificial seawater for 45 days. The favorable
stability of the antimicrobial activity is an important feature of
a marine sensor that allows the retention of its bactericidal
function for a long period of time.

Stability of the 6-Cl Indole-Doped Ca2+-ISEs in the
Presence of Biofoulants. To illustrate the potentiometric

Figure 1. Representative confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM)
images of the attached marine bacterial cells on the ISMs with and
without (control) 1 wt % 6-Cl indole. The live and dead bacterial cells
were stained with SYTO 9 (green) and PI (red), respectively.

Figure 2. Stability evaluation of antimicrobial properties of the 6-Cl
indole-doped Ca2+-ISM by the CFU counting method. Error bars
represent one standard deviation of three measurements.
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response stability of the 6-Cl indole-doped Ca2+-ISE, both the
control and proposed Ca2+-ISEs were evaluated by potentio-
metric measurements after contact with a large amount of
biofoulants. Since bacterial cells have a much higher
abundance in seawater than other primary colonizers,49,50 the
bacterial cells collected from seawater were selected as
biofoulants for this study. All electrodes were kept in a
bacterial suspension (∼109 colony-forming units per mL (CFU
mL−1)) at 37 °C over several days before potentiometric
measurements. The changes in the response slopes are shown
in Figure 3, and the corresponding calibration curves of the

control and proposed Ca2+-ISEs are shown in Figures S6 and
S7, respectively. Clearly, the control Ca2+-ISE differs
significantly from the 6-Cl indole-doped sensor in terms of
the response slope after exposure to the biofoulants. In
contrast, the response slope of the 6-Cl indole-doped sensor is
almost unchanged. Such a remarkable difference is probably
ascribed to the formation of a thick biofilm on the surface of
the control Ca2+-ISE. In this case, the obtained potentiometric
response is related to the concentration of Ca2+ in the
biofouling layer instead of in the analyzed solution.51 In
contrast, the antimicrobial surface of the 6-Cl indole-doped
electrode can prevent the colonization and growth of the
attached bacterial cells effectively; thus, the sensor still
responds well to the concentration of Ca2+ in the sample.
Furthermore, such a thick biofilm formed on the surface of

the control Ca2+-ISE could delay the sensor equilibration by
kinetically reducing the Ca2+ ion diffusion between the ISM
and the aqueous layer,52−54 leading to a remarkable increase in
the sensor’s response time. Indeed, the response time of the
control Ca2+-ISEs appears to be significantly longer after the
exposure to the biofoulants, while no obvious change is
observed in the response time of the 6-Cl indole-doped sensor
under the same conditions (Figure S8). These above results
demonstrate that the 6-Cl indole-doped Ca2+-ISE can preserve
a good potentiometric response stability during the test period,
even in the presence of a large amount of biofoulants.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Biofouling is of great concern to sensors for marine monitoring
since it can impair the functions of the sensors by colonization
of the bacterial cells existing in seawater, resulting in shortened
sensors’ usage lifetimes and a degree of errors in the collected
data. In this work, a simple and robust antifouling method
based on the release of an antimicrobial organic molecule (6-

Cl indole) has been developed to improve the environmental
compatibility of a polymeric membrane calcium ion-selective
electrode with no significant influences on the sensor’s
performance in terms of linear range, selectivity, and response
time. Compared to the control electrode membrane, the
proposed 6-Cl indole-doped membrane shows remarkably
improved antimicrobial properties and reliable sensing abilities
after contact with a rather concentrated bacterial suspension
(109 CFU mL−1) for 7 days. Such antimicrobial properties
could remain when the sensor is kept in artificial seawater even
for 45 days. It is believed that the bactericidal organic agent-
releasing strategy can provide an effective way for the design of
polymeric membrane-based marine sensors with stable
antimicrobial capabilities.
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